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ABSTRACT 

Senate Bill 85, passed by the General Assembly in 1978, 
renamed the former Highway Safety Division of Virginia the Depart- 
ment of Transportation Safety (VDTS) and authorized it to assume 
control over safety activities in all modes of transportation.-. 
This volume is the first attempt at formulating a methodology 
for transportation safety planning. Future transportation safety 
plans will become annual documents which identify long-range 
goals, analyze current problems, and offer planned solutions for non-highway transportation mode •% problems. This initial document 
presents a current overview of the Commonwealth's programs and 
safety activities in water, air• rail and mass transit transpor- 
tation. Future programs and federal sources of funding are dis- 
cussed. The report is designed to provide an indication of 
safety problems and propose some possible solutions to these 
problems. Finally, this document establishes guidelines for use 
as an aid in future transportation safety planning in Virginia. 

*It should be noted at the outset that it is recognized that most 
mass transit activity in Virginia utilizes rubber-tired vehicles travelling by highway. However, for purposes of simplicity, this 
report refers to all of the above cited transportation modes as "non-highway". 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A METHODOLOGY 
FOR TRANSPORTATION SAFETY PLANNING IN VIRGINIA 

by 

Clinton H. Simpson, Jr. 
Reseamch Scientist 

and 

Amy J. Plevin 
Research Assistant 

INTRODUCTION 

The Virginia Genemal Assembly passed Senate Bill 85 in its 
1978 session (see Appendix A). The Bill directed that as of 
July 1, 1978, the Virginia Department of Transportation Safety 
(VDTS) was to become successor to. the Highway Safety Division. 
This change in status br'oadened the Depa•"tment's •esponsibili'ties 
to encompass safety in all modes of transportation where before 
its purview had been •es't•icted to highway safety. 

As a result of this action, the Department became authorized 
to evaluate current safety measures and to recommend t.o the 
General Assembly and the Governor corrective measures, policies, 
procedures, plans and programs needed to make the movement of 
passengers and property in and through the Commonwealth as safe 
as reasonably practicable. 

Ideally, in the preparation of a Transportation Safety Plan 
(TSP) , data from various state agencies and local governments 
would be collected, tabulated, and evaluated. Multivariate and 
correlation analysis could then be used t-o identify accident trends. Although work is under way to procure the necessary data, they 
are not now available; thus• the isolation of problem areas throu.gh analytical methods is not yet possible. Moreover, state 
agencies responsible for the non-highway transportation modes are currently adjusting to the newly assigned functions of the VDTS. Presently• the agencies are reviewing the role of the VDTS and developing a satisfactory interface with the Department for the 
maintenance and implementation of various safety programs. 

The VDTS has made a number of contacts with the non-highway 
transportation agencies to discover the safety programs being 
conducted by them and to develop measures whereby it can assist 
in safety activities. Through contacts, progress has been made 
in developing the lines of communication necessary for future 
functions. 



The initial step in compiling this document began with a 
series of meetings with key representatives f•om all concez, ned agencies (see Appendix B). The purposes of the meetings were (i) to explain the goals and objectives of the document, (2) to 
alleviate fears of counterproduc'tive inter, vention by the VDTS• 
and (3) to ga•he• information •elevan• to Virginia's transporta- 
tion safety activities. While all of the agencies wer, e quite 
cooperative and able. to furnish some data pertaining to the 
operations of their p•og:Pams, they were able to pz'ovide only a 
small amount of information helpful in identifying safety problems. 

STUDY CONSTRAINTS 

While preparing this report, some significant constraints 
emerged and an acknowledgement of their existence was reasoned to 
be warranted. A lack of program information,_ data for problem identification, and budget information was identified as being 
the p•imary constraint to the study. 

There are several variables which account .for the information 
voids. As noted earlier, the VDTS has recently been authorized 
to assume control over safety activities in all transportation 
modes. Since assuming this responsibility the VDTS has worked 
to establish an interagency interface. As one might expect, there 
are problems with the nature and scope of the information being 
reported to the Department by the non-highway agencies. Since 
reporting guidelines for the-agencies have not been established 
by the VDTS• little could be expected in the way of program reporting consistency and information quality control. 

Program Information 

In preparing this reporZ a lack of program-information was 
noted. Apparently, the agencies do not publish an "annual report" 
or a similar document which would allow access to materials con- 
cerned with overall program operations (i.e. manpower, equipment, 
training, communications, etc.). 

Data for Problem Identification 

Isolating problems is quite difficult without an in-depth 
data analysis. Presently• available information consist.• largely 
of the total numbers of accidents• injuries• and fatalities. The 
use of detailed information in transportation safety problem 
analysis should allow causal relationships to be derived. Infor- 
mation which could be useful and should be procured in conducting 
problem identification within the non-highway modes includes the 



hour, the day of the week, and the location of the accident. The type of collision and tmavel conditions at the time of the acci- 
dent are also important. Additionally, studies such as those relating accidents to the age and sex of operators are sometimes 
useful when determining program target groups. 

Progr...a m .Budge_t_ Information 

During the data collection phase of this project, it became 
apparent that there was a lack of readily accessible information pertaining to financing for safety programs in the non-highway 
modes of transportation. Of the financial reports reviewed by 
the authors, the only document found to be helpful was the Common- 
wealth of...Virginia Budge_t. Unfortunately, no data contained" i'h this publication report adequately the state and local safety 
activities in the air, watem• rail, and mass transit modes of transportation. The Co .m•n.. onweal•h ..of. V.!rginia Budget outlines the 
functions and expenditures of each Virginia agency and reports 
the total appropriation for each agency's activities. However• it does not include financial data on pamticular safety programs. Appendix C contains the Commonwealth of Virginia Budget sections 
on the activities of the-Commission •f Game and inland' 'Fisheries, 
and is included only to provide an example of the type of financial information currently available. 

While the constraints mentioned above had an impact on the development of this document, it should be obvious to the readem 
that resolution of these limitations can be obtained. These 
issues are addressed in subsequent sections of this study. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

This is the first attempt to identify, analyze, and plan for improved safety programs in non-highway modes of transportation 
in Virginia. The VDTS intends that the Transportation Safety Plan (TSP) will evolve into an annual planning document which examines 
safety problems in mass transit, water, air, and rail transporta- tion; identifies both long- and short-range goals; and delineates 
specific programs aimed at improving Virginia's transportation 
system safety performance. 

This first TSP provides an overview of current air, water, rail, and mass transit safety activities in Virginia. Accident 
reporting, data collec•ion, and existing countermeasure programs for these modes are discussed. Additionally, problems in data 
collection and analysis, alcohol related accidents, and the transportation of hazardous materials are identified. Some 



mode-specific and multimodal countermeasures ape presented as possible solutions to these p•oblems. Finally, this TSP 
provides a blueprint for the development of future plans by establishing a methodology for future use and developing guide- 
lines for reporting program and countermeasure costs. 

PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

Water 

Program Status 

In 1972 the Virginia General Assembly amended the Motorboat 
and Water Safety Act (Va. Code § 62.1-166 et. seq.) to,conform 
to the Federal Boating Act (PL 92-7•). This change required- that 
all motor-propelled boats be registered with the Commission of 
Game and Inland Fisheries. The Commission of Game and Inland 
Fisheries has the authority to enforce and administer all of Virginia's boating safety regulations, to keep records, and to investigate accidents, deaths, and injuries. Virginia waters 
are also patrolled by the Coast Guard and Marine Resource 
Commission. Both organizations have the authority to board a boat, to note violations of state and federal regulations, and 
to make arrests. 

In 1978 the Virginia General Assembly passed Senate Bill 382• 
which amended the Code of Virginia by establishing the Boating Advisory Committee in the Office of the Secretary of Commerce and 
Resources. The Committee is given no legislative power, 
serves strictly in an advisory capacity. The Committee makes 
recommendations to the Secretary and interested state agencies 
for which the Secretary is responsible, including the Commission 
of Game and In .land Fisheries concerning any proposed rule, regulation, or administrative policy which would directly affect 
the boating public. 

The Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries collects Virginia boating accident.•.reports. From these reports the Department keeps 
records of the numbers of total, fatal, personal injury• and 
proper•y damage accidents. However• only the number of fatalities 
is accurate because the less serious accidents resulting in injury or property damage often go unreported. The Coast Guard 
collects a significant amount of data which is published in Boati.ng Statistics. The only information compiled for individual 
staZes is the total number of accidents, the type of accident• 
and the number of accidents in each jurisdiction. The remaining information is reported for the United States in general. With- 
out detailed data specific, to Virginia it is difficult to identify water safety problems 



Current Safety. _R.rogr..ams 

Current water safety programs are almost entirely education 
and training oriented. The Virginia Commission of Game and 
Inland Fisheries offers an optional home study course entitled 
"Virginia Better Boating, A Guide to Safety Afloat". Those who 
complete the course and pass an exam are given a certificate and 
ID card. The Commission publishes a boating safety newsletter 
and each month contributes an article pertaining to boating to Vir_ginia•Wil..d..life. A primer of boating safety is made available 
for school groups and organizations. The Commission has designed 
safety equipment posters that are sent to marinas, boat dealers, 
and schools. Boating courses stressing safety and navigation 
are taught by the U. S. Power Squadron and the Coast Guard °• Auxiliary. 

Future Program... Plan.. s 

The Virginia Alcohol Safety Acti.on Program (VASAP) office 
recommends that a water safety section be included in the VDTS regional safety conferences in areas of the state containing navigable waterways. These conferences would provide an oppor- tunity to stress alcohol awareness training. In addition, a public information campaign stressing water-alcohol safety has 
been proposed. Films concerning water-alcohol safety should be 
included in the VASAP film library and their availability 
promoted through the Coast Guard and the Game and Inland Fisheries 
Commission. Literature for public distribution should also be 
produced. The VASAP also plans to work with the Coast Guard and 
the Game and Inland Fisheries Commission to include alcohol 
awareness training in all of their boating safety courses, seminars, and training programs, and to conduct public seminars 
stressing water-alcohol safety for marine operators, boat owners, 
operators, and boat rental operators. Finally the VASAP officials 
plan to encourage the Coast Guard, the Game and Inland Fisheries 
Commission, and other enforcement agencies to establish accident 
investigation criteria which would include a determination of 
possible alcohol involvement in water accidents. 

Training is another integral component of accident prevention.. 
The Transporta•±on Safety Training Center at Virginia Commonwealth 
University has proposed •o developed.and assis• with •he presenta- 
tion of boat±ng safety programs. These sessions would include 
general boating safety programs, and more specialized training 
programs for individuals who are involved with enforcing boa'ting 
safety. Initially, general boating safety programs may focus 
upon topics such as alcohol. The training programs would 
emphasize specialized topics such as mechanical defects and their 
relationships to boaZing accidents• emer'gency and rescue pr'oce- 
dures in boat explosions or fires, or hazard and casual•y 



reduction and prevention in boating accidents. This type of 
program woul.d be specialized in certain areas and supplement the 
one-week boat accident investigation course presently conducted 
by the National Boating Safety School in Yorktown. The courses 
would be conducted by the Coast Guard or Coast Guard Auxiliary• 
The Center also proposes to coordinate a one-week program in 
boating accident investigation for local or state police and 
other enforcement or regulatory agencies. 

The Boating Advisory Committee foresees the need for a 
long-range effort in boating education. The Committee plans to 
design an educational program aimed at the schools. The course 
could possibly be taught at three levels- first at the elementary 
school; again during the middle grades; and, finally, at the 
high school level. The Committee is planning to integrate the 
courses into the physical education curriculum. 

Air 

Program Status 

In its 1979 session the Virginia General Assembly passed 
Senate Bill 76, which created the Department of Aviation. This 
new organization replaced the State Corporation Commission's 
Division of Aeronautics, which had administered Virginia's 
aviation laws since 1928. The Director of the Department of 
Aviation is appointed by the Governor. A seven-member Aviation 
Commission, also appointed by the Governor, will promulgate 
aviation rules and regulations, approve airport improvements, 
and generally oversee aviation acitivities. The•State Corporation 
Commission will continue its role in certain regulatory 
functions, including the issuance of permits and certificates 
of convenience and necessity. 

The Bureau of Aviation of the National Transportation Safety 
Board (NT.SB) is responsible for aviation safety activities, 
including the investigation and analysis of aircraft accidents 
involving civil aircraft within the. United States. Certain 
aircraft accident investigations, usually those not involving 
fatalities, may be delegated to the Federal Aviation Administra- 
tion (FAA). In order to standardize accident reporting, an 
aircraft accident is defined by the NTSB as "an occurrence 
associated with the operation of an aircraft which takes place 
between the time any person boards the aircraft with the intention 
of flight until such time as all persons have disembarked in which 
any person suffers death or serious injury as a result of being 
in or upon the aircraft or by direct contact with the aircraft 
or anything attached thereto, or the aircraft receives substantial 
damage". Fatal injury, serious injury, and substantial damage 
are also defined by the NTSB. 



Rule 66, Aviation Law of Virginia, requires that aircraft 
accidents be reported to the Virginia State Police. Rule 66 
defines "accident" differently than does the NTSB. The Depart- 
ment of State Police defines an accident as an incident resulting 
in personal injury expenses in excess of $I00 or damage to the 
aircraft in excess of $200. 

The Department of Aviation receives accident reports from 
the NTSB. From the information contained in the reports, the 
Department extracts only the total numbers of aircraft accidents, 
substantial, damage accidents, aircrafts destroyed, fatalities, 
serious injuries, and minor injuries. The pilot's rating and 
monthly distribution of accidents are also recorded. At the 
federal level, the NTSB publishes an•Annual Review of Aircraft 
Accident Data. This publication contains-a great i96'ay" o'f-useful 
statistics. Unfortunately, because very little of the data are state-specific, the document is of limited use in identifying 
Virginia's air safety needs. 

Curre_nt_.• S.a.fety. Pr_ograms 

In cooperation with the FAA, the Department of Aviation con- ducts two Flight Instructors' Courses annually and a Mechanics' 
Seminar semiannually. The Flight Instructors' Course lasts three 
days, with each participant receiving 2• hours of intensive 
ground school training. The one-day Mechanics' Seminar instructs 
mechanics and airmen on new developments in aircraft products, 
aircraft equipment, and maintenance techniques. 

The Department makes available to pilots an annual Aviation 
Weather Seminar. These seminars are held each year at a different 
location so that all Virginia pilots have an opportunity to attend. 
The Department also publishes and distributes the following" a quarterly newspaper containing notice of aviation activities and 
articles pertaining to aviation safety, a cloud chart for identifying 
unfavorable weather, and a Virginia Airport Directory. Public 
information and education projects conducted currently in cooper- ation with the Department of Aviation include seminar flight 
clinics for pilots and instructors stressing the effects of 
alcohol in the flight environment. 

Future Pro gr.am., p.!a.n.s 

The VASAP office recommends that a maximum BAC level be 
established and that pilots with BACs which exceed that level be 
presumed to be flying while under the influence. They also plan 
to recommend and assist in establishing an implied consent law 
which would provide for breath or blood analysis, by local law 



enforcement officials, of any pilot reported by aircraft officials, 
FAA medical examiners, local law enforcement officials, or other 
designated representatives of the FAA having reason to suspect 
drinking before or during flight. Finally, the VASAP office has 
proposed to establish criteria, similar to present Driving Under 
the Influence (DUI) criteria, for the arrest of pilots suspected 
of flying while under the influence by local law enforcement 
officials. 

The VDTS public information office has pmoposed several 
progmams dealing with air safety. They feel it would be womthwhile 
to produce literature, films, and exhibits with the FAA and Depamt- 
ment of Aviation and to pmomote rheim availability thmough public 
information and education. The public infommation office also 
plans to assist the Civil Air Patmol in promoting and conducting 
flight clinics open to all genemal aviation pilots. 

Due to the absence of federal funding, the Department of 
Aviation does not provide megional safety seminars fore pilots. 
The Transpomtation Safety Tmaining Centem pmoposes to assist in 
the development and implementation of these megional seminams. 
Similar to the bicycle, motomcycle, and moped conferences 
pmesently conducted by the Center, the aviation safety seminam 
would include speakems from the FAA, the Depamtment of Aviation, 
or Virginia aviation groups to discuss cumrent safety problems. 
The expense of coordinating such a seminar would be nominal. 

To comply with Vimginia law govemning aimpomt licensing, 
each aimpomt must possess an airpomt disaster plan to meet 
ememgency situations. Howevem, many of Vimginia's airports do 
not poss•ess such a plan. Momeover, those plans that have been 
developed ame generally not uniform om applicable to othem state 
airports. The T•ansportation Safety T•aining Cente• p•oposes to 
womk with the FAA and the Depamtment of AviaZion to develop a 
uniform aimpomt disaster plan or model that can be utilized by 
the diffement state aimpomts. Such an effort would benefit fmom 
the Center's expemience in developing similam manuals. The 
manual would pmovide a genemal fommat fom the development of 
individual disaster plans. Possible sources of funding may 
include the FAA and the individual aimpomt authomities. 

Rail 

pro gram. S t at us_ 

The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) was created by the 
Department of Transportation Act of 196.8 (•9 USC 1651). Until 
1970 •he authority of FRA was limited to those areas specified 
by Acts of Congress. By 1970, it had obtained the authority zo 



issue and enforce railroad safety standards with respect to 
(i) hours of service by railroad employees, (2) locomotive safety, 
(3) railroad safety, appliances, (•) railroad brakes and drawbars, 
(5) signal systems, and (6) railroad accident reporting. The 
sZates retained railroad safety authority in all other areas. 

In the latter part of the 1960's there was a sharp increase 
in railroad accidents involving derailment, explosions, and grade 
crossings. Train accidents increased 93.5% from 1961 to 1968.(I) 
Railroad regulations tended to vary from state to state. The 
interstate nature of rail transportation, coupled with the sharp 
increase in the accident rate, created the need for complete and 
uniform federal regulatory authority. The Federal Railroad 
Safety Act of 1970 was enacted to reduce railroad related 
accidents, deaths, and personal injuries. Rather than vesting 
regulatory authority within specifically designated areas, the 
Act granted to the Secretary of Transportation the authority to 
prescribe rules, regulations, orders, and standards for all areas 
of railroad safety. However, Congress did provide the states 
with the opportunity to participate with the federal government 
in carrying out investigative and surveillance activities related 
to prescribed railroad safety regulations. It should be noted 
that until a state chooses to participate, its authority to 
conduct safety inspections, is preempted. 

A bill is now pending in the Virginia Legislature which, if 
passed, will authorize Virginia to participate in the federal 
rail safety program. If participation is autho•ized, the Division 
of Railroad Regulations of the State Corporation Commission is 
prepared to employ the necessary inspectors to implement the 
program. The SCC feels that program participation would greatly 
enhance Virginia's rail safety record. State inspectors are much 
more familiar with Virginia's railroads than the federal inspec- 
tors and thus have a greater opportunity to note safety 
deficiencies. 

The FRA records all rail and subway accidents and incidents 
on computer tape. This year the FRA has sent the accident tape 
to the Virginia Highway and Transportation Research Council where 
a program has been written to extract Virginia-specific 
information. 

Future Pro gram Plan s 

The VASAP office has proposed several programs targeted to 
the railroads. The programs mighZ include" 

a. instruction on the effects of alcohol on._judgement, 
visual perception, and coordination; 



b. in-service training programs fore engineers, switchers, 
brakemen, conductoms, and firemen; and 

c. the addition of rail safety progPams to the VDTS 
Regional Safety Conferences. 

The VDTS could also pumchase and promote the availability of 
films and literature stressing alcohol awareness. 

To meduce the number of g•ade-crossing accidents the National 
Safe•y Council designed a joint s•ate and federal progmam called 
0pemation Lifesaver. 0pemation Lifesaver opem.ates on the premise 
that a successful gPade-emossing safety program depends on 
engineeming, education, and enfomcement. The fedePal mespons•bility 
lies largely in engineering, opemations, and maintenance. At 
the state level, the program strives to. fund and implemenZ 
projects to improve• accelerate, and continue effective grade- 
cmossing programs. The VDTS can help to coordinate this type 
of pPogmam. Educational activities can consist of safety movies 
to be shown in schools, on TV• o• in movie theaters. 

Mass T•ansit 

_Program_ Status., 
At this time mass transit plays a relatively small role in 

Virginia's transportation network. Theme are 15 intraurban bus 
companies operating in Virginia. In July 1977 the first segment 
of the Metro rapid rail system began operating in Virginia. 

Each transit company is responsible for keeping its own 
accident and operation, records. At present there are no uniform 
guidelines for reporting accidents and, consequently, there are 
only limited data bases at both the state and federal levels. 
Metro data are reported to the FRA for compilation and analysis. 

Current Programs 

Most transit companies are concerned with safety and have 
established driver training programs incorporating aspects of 
operations safety and preventive maintenance. It is also common 
for bus companies to sponsor driver incentive programs designed 
to promote the safe operation of transit vehicles. 

The Virginia Highway and Transportation Research Council is 
studying the possibility of developing a uniform public transit 
records system. (2) The objectives of the study are to" 

i0 



1. examine the safety-related data collection and analysis 
p•ocedures currently used by transit agencies in Virginia 
and in other states; 

2. identify specific areas where the existing safety data 
of transit agencies ame incomplete (i.e. identify 
needs ); 

3. develop criteria for the identification of a t•ansit 
accident; 

develop comparative measures of safety for public t•ansit 
operations ; 

5. fommulate a standard transit accident mepo•ting procedure; 
and 

8. develop guidelines fo• the implementation of the transit 
mecords system. 

Futur.e•. Program •I•, s 

The VASAP office has proposed several alcohol programs.:-•hese 
include alcohol awareness tmaining and mass transit safety programs. 
Alcohol safety films and literatume could also be made available 
for mass transit operatoms. 

Public information can serve as an effective yet relatively 
low cost means of preventive safety. The VDTS public information 
office suggests that literature should be made available •o mass 
transit operators. This material should include techniques for 
dealing with intoxicated passengers and defensive driving. 
Different approaches might be needed fore public and private bus 
opemators and for drivems of vehicles in special transportation 
services for the elderly and handicapped. Films, public service 
advertisements, and portable displays can also be utilized to 
carry safety information. 

Efforts. are under way to examine the need for the development 
of a "curmiculum package" or "training program" for Virginia 
transit bus operators. If determined by the Transportation Safety 
Training Center to be a feasible and desirable activity, it will 
be recommended that an advisory committee be established for 
guidance during the development phase and to provide communication 
and administrative liaison with local transit operations during 
implementation. An "Instructor Training Institute" would be the 
most likely avenue for dissemination of the package and promotion 
of its use throughout the state. 

Ii 



SOURCES OF FUNDS 

Federal 

In October 1978, the Virginia Highway and Transportation 
Research Council conducted a review for the Department of Trans- 
portation Safety of possible federal sources of revenue to support 
safety activities in non-highway modes of transportation. (3) The 
report identified those Virginia agencies eligible for or receiving 
funds, and described non-highway safety activities conducted in 
the Commonwealth. The study revealed that although a number of 
federal programs promote safety in non-highway modes of transpor- 
tation, only a few provide a source of revenue for state safety 
activities. 

Water 

The U. S. Coast Guard's Boating Safe_ty --. Financial Assistance 
program is designed to encourage state participation and consms- 
tency in boating safety efforts, pamticularly in safety patrol 
and enforcement activities. The program provides up to one-third 
of the cost of an approved state boating safety program. A wide 
range of safety activities• including research, may be included 
in the state program. The Virginia Commission of Game and Inland 
Fisheries has been receiving funds under this program since 1976. 

Air 

No federal programs offem funds for state aviation safety 
activites. 

Rail 

Two programs administered by the FRA provide funds for state 
railroad safety activities. The Grant-In-Aid for Railroad Safety.- 
•State- Participation program provi•'&s up tO 50%-of the c0st"'0'• 
Stat-e partidfpation in the enforcement of federal track and 
equipment standards. However• the role of a state in the regula- 
tion of railroads, both through this program and generally, is 
narrowly restricted by federal statute. As noted earlier• the 
State Corporation Commission's Division of Railroad Regulation 
expects to become involved in the program in the near future. 
The Railroad Research and Development program seeks to encourage research to solve crit•cal" rail-road safety problems. Although 
there has been little state involvement in this program• and 
Virginia has never received funds, the U. S. Office of Rail 
Safety Research is interested in promoting state safety research 
under this pro gram. 

12 
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Mass Tmansit 

There are no Urban Mass Transportation .Administration (UMTA) 
assistance programs •i•h funds specifically eamma•ked fore mass 
transit safety activities. The U•ba_n.. Mass.. Tm_anspom.tation 
Technical Studies Gmants provide a limited amount of mo"niy to f-inance st•emass •an•it programs and to be distributed to 
small umban areas not dealing directly with the UMTA. This 
money has not been and is not likely to be allocated to safety 
activities. The Mass .TransportaZion Techno.l..ogy progmam is a potential source Of revenue f•-r-safety ••'earCh. Although the 
program primarily sponsors state-of-the-art hardware research, discretionary funds may be available to finance an unsolicited 
safety research proposal. The University Research and Training 
Program awards grants to institutions Of higher-iea•i£g", 
ReSearCh proposals may call for cooperation of university 
researchers with public agencies. However, proposals must be 
closely tied to one of the topic areas of priority interest 
established each year. This program can thus be a revenue source only if urban transportation is listed as a priority. 

State 

No comprehensive study has yet been made of state revenue 
sources available in Virginia agencies promoting safety in 
non-highway modes of transportation. However, one might generally 
assume that safety activities are in part funded by some percen- 
tage of an agency's annual appropriation. A second source of 
revenue would be money generated by use of the particular mode 
of transportation. An. example of this second source would be 
motor boat registration fees, gasoline taxes, and title tmansfer 
fees collected to help fund activities of the Commission of 
Game and Inland Fisheries. Also, the Department of Aviation 
finances safety activities through a special fund made up of taxes 
on aviation fuel and o•i.. 

As a direct result of the need to procure project-specific 
budget information concerning state t•anspo•taZion safety monies• 
the Virginia Highway and T•anspor•ation Research Council is under- taking a study• simila:P in pu:Ppose to the aforementioned 
to identify and make use of state •evenue sources. Exhibit I, compiled as a result of the work al•"eady completed• presents 
those agencies and organizations which have transportation safety 
related appropriation requests before the Virginia General 
Assembly for the 1980-82 biennium. This information was excerpted 
from the Budget Bill and the Exe_cutive. B.udge3. In the case of 
many of these agen•-•es, a safety role is one of several of their 
objectives and often is not their highest p•iority. Also• the 
documentation was not sufficiently specific in several instances 
to allow the identification of funds which would be directed 
toward the safety aspect of the agency's operations. TherefoPe• 



the monetary figures reported may be misleadingly large if 
viewed as a reflection of the actual tmansportation safety mole. 
It should also be noted that several of these agencies' roles 
are to promulgate regulations that directly or indirectly impact 
transportation safety and thus their role may be under-or over- estimated as to its actual influence on safety if only the monetary appropriation is considered. 

PROGRAM ANALYS IS 

The analysis of data on non-highway tmansportational modes 
pmesents some difficult problems to safety analysts. Befome such 
an analysis can be useful fom-•compamative problem identification, 
temms must be standamdized. The problem •.egins at definition; 
it is difficult for expemts to agmee on a definition of "accident". 
Some definitions include a minimum dollar amount of vehicle 
p•ope•ty damage. A single p•operty damage figure probably could 
not be applied to all modes. Fore example, the NTSB and the Virginia State Police use different definitions for .an air accident. A standard definition of "accident" is needed, on the intmamodal level. 

A second problem involves choosing the appropriate measure of modal exposume. Exhibit 2 illustrates that fatalities occurming in non-highway modes of transportation constitute a small proportion of the total fatalities in Vimginia tmansporta- tion. But the small propomtion doesn't necessamily lead to the conclusion that theme are no significant safety problems 
associated with non-highway modes. The numbem of accidents is meaningless without an accompanying measure of modal exposure (i.e. passenger miles, vehicle miles, number of trips, time, etc. ). 
Modal exposume is necessary for problem identification on both intma- and intemmodal levels. On the intmam.odal levell, the terms 
of modal exposure chosen to express the accident experience make 
a significant diffemence. For example, it has been observed that air accidents occur most fmequently duming takeoff and landing. 
Thus, one would expect a highem accident rate per number of trips 
than peru mile. This leads to incmeasingly difficult pmoblems on the intermod•l level. Because the most valid exposume terms for 
the various modes are pmobably not consistent, it is very difficult to compame safety performance: 
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EXHIBIT 

TRANSPORTATION SAFETY •ELATED APPROPRIATION 

Air DepI:. of Avis=ion 

Civil Air Pa=rol 

Water Commission of 
Game and Inland 
Fisheries 

Virginia Poru 
AuchorlCy 

Mass Depar•nenc of 
Educaclon 

Washing=on Me•ro 
Area Transi= 
Conznission 

Budge= 
Bill 

Hods Agency Program Reference 
,' ." i•/, ,' 

Air transportation §1-145 
regulation & p. 156 
safe=y 

Non-S •aCe a•ency §1-151 
p.165 

S•a•e Corporation •r •r•spor•a•ion •1-154 
Co•ission res•a•ion & p.l•l 

safe•y 

Boa•in8 safe•y •1-61 
info•iou a p.43 
education 

Boa•inE safe•7 
re•la•iou & 
law e•. 

Boa• resis•ra•ion 

Por• facili•7 
pl•in• 
••. of Por• 
facili•i• & 
se•ri• se•ices 

Gro•d 
sys• safe•y 

In•ers•a•e c•pac• 
•qiou• •d 
Na•iou• 
tone.bunions 

Eai! 

Execu=ive 
Budget Goal re!solon •o Reques=ed 

Reference Transportation Safety Authority Appropriation 
'"-,! ',','i,' ",: ',' 

p.G-458 

p. C,-476 

p.G-482 

Conduce aviaClon safecy 
& e.duca=ion program 
in=st alia 

Conduc• research and 
rescue missions 

Oversigh• role re. 
air carriers 

Se•.f-explana=ory p.G-142 

§1-147 p.G-•67 Provide poru securi•7 
p.163 services and oper- 

a•ional management 
In=st alia 

§1-79 p.G-179 Reduce acciden=s & 
p.61 injuries from pupil 

=ranspor•a•ion 

§i-150 p.G-474 To promote safety 
p.165 in•e• alia of •ransp. 

services 

$=a•e Corpor- Ground Transp. ili•4 p.G-A82 Regula•ion of rail- 
aCiou Comm. regulation p.172 road industry 

tall resulaClon including saree7 
incer alla 

Cod•: Title 5.1 $317,840.00 
Chpc. 1 

Discretionary 80,000. O0 
Inclusion 

Code: Title 5.1 
Chpt. 9 

Cod_•e: Title 62.1 37,930.00 
Chpc. 17 

504,815.00 

398,425.00 

Code: Ti=le 62.1 426,400.00 
Chpt. 10 

3,413,000.00 

•o,•.: ••2• 
'2•3'5.1,46.1-357 608,300.00 

Code: §§56-529, 75,000.00 
530 

Chpc.627 
1958 Aces of 

,A,,ss .e•,,, bly 
Chpc. 67 

1962 Ac=s of 
•. s.,e• 

Code ",lcie 56 t•:•".OO- 
Chpc. 13 
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AIR 
26 

RAIL 
8 

WATER 
26 

BICYCLE 
2• 

PEDESTRIAN 

MOTORCYCLE 

TOTAL 
HI GHWAY 
1,080 

Transportation 

EXHIBIT 2 

Deaths in Virginia, 1,140 in 1978. 
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Magnitude of _the Proble..m 

Because of data deficiences, problem identification is quite 
difficult. However, trend analysis using existing data can help 
one conceptualize the magnitude of Virginia's non-highway mode 
safety problems. The researcher must carefully scrutinize the 
measure of modal exposure used in the analysis to ensure that it 
is appropriate. Furthermore, trend analysis is subject to various 
intempmetations. Increasing or decreasing accident rates do not 
impute causal relationships and often can be attributed to any 
number of reasons. 

Water 

The number of boats registered in Virginia more than 
doubled between 1969 and 1978. In 1969, boat registrations in 
Virginia totaled 70,005; by 1978 there were i%1,775. This increase 
is largely in recreational boats, and the number is predicted to 
grow despite rising fuel prices. The Commission of Game and 
Inland Fisheries predicts that while boaters may utilize waters 
closer to. home, they will continue to spend their recreational 
time boating. 

This increase •in the number of recreational boaters in 
Virginia is significant. More people, are becoming involved in 
boating both as owner.s and passengers and thus public information.• 
training, and education must reach a greater number of Virginians. 

In 1978 there were 160 .reported boating accidents resulting 
in 26 deaths and •6 reported injuries (see Appendix D). The 1978 
fatality rate was 18.3 fatalities per I00,000 registered boats. 
This represents a 31% decrease over the 1977 fatality rate. Certain 
types of boating accidents can be thought of as being preventable. 
In other words, with proper training and caution such accidents 
might not occur:• For example, in 1978, ii of the • fatal accidents 
were very likely preventable. Five persons died because of 
excessive speed, 2 persons died because a boat had been overloaded, 
and • persons died while boating in hazardous water. These 
accidents probably occurred because the boater was not adequately 
trained. 

Air 

In 1969 there were 1,615 airplanes registered in Virginia. 
By 1979 the number of registered planes had risen to 
representing a 53% increase. However, the number of accidents 
did not change significantly during this period. In 1978 the 
Virginia State Police reported 75 general aviation accidents 
resulting in 26 fatalities (see Appendix E). 
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Pilot error and equipment failure combined with pilot error 
were responsible for nearly 57% of Virginia's property damage 
accidents in 1978. Weather conditions plus pilot error was the 
stated cause of 33% of the fatal accidents. Thus, one can see 
that pilot error is a significant problem, but it can be made 
less severe by training pilots more rigorously. Preventable 
accidents can't be eliminated completely, but they should decline 
wiZh increased training and situation awareness. 

Rail 

In 1978 Virginia experienced 202 rail accidents of .which 38% 
were determined to be caused by defects of a structure, of the 
track, or of the roadbed (see Appendix F). Collisions between 
trains and motor vehicles .at railroad-highway grade crossings 
still occur a• an alarming rate. In 1978 in Virginia there were 
138 rail-highway grade-crossing accidents resulting in 7 fatalities 
and •6 injuries. This figure represents a 5% increase in grade- 
crossing accidents over 1977. 

Grade-crossing accidents remain a significant problem for 
the following reasons- (•) 

1. Grade-crossing accidents account for approximately 60% 
of railroad accident fatalities. 

2. The desirable rate of improvement in grade-crossing 
accident problems as indicated by the Department of 
Transportation in its 1972 Report to Congress has not 
been met. 

3. Jurisdictions and responsibilities are shared by the 
federal government (FHWA funding), state government (rail- 
highway intersections), and the individual railroad 
(design, installation and maintenance). 

Mass Transit 

At this time there is no conclusive evidence of mass transit 
safety problems. The low operating speeds and large size of 
intracity buses seem to•,•.make bus safety problems minor in compar- 
ison to problems associated with other modes of transportation. 

However, an expectation of increased ridership and expanded 
service to be provided by public transportation may lead to 
unforeseen safety problems. To .smooth the transition to increased 
mass transit, public information and training programs are 
necessary. 
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Dat a_ .Col lec•t.±on., and.. _An_a! ys± s 

Data collection and analysis was discussed previously in the study constraint section. Before data analysis in non-highway 
modes can be useful for comparative problem identification and in the development of countermeasures, adequate safety statistics 
for each mode are needed. The VDTS has been working to assis• 
the non-highway,modal agencies in improving problem identification. 
The Virginia Highway and Transportation Research Council has 
expanded the 1978 Virginia Mini Crash Facts to include •he non-highway modes. Air, wa•e•, •n• rai'l accident reports were processed to produce locality-specific information, including the 
causes of .the .accidents, for use by the locali•ies in their 
development of safe•y programs. At present, the information is 
not sufficiently detailed for use in statew&de transportation planning. Thorough analyses of information such as accident location, cause, and prevailing weather conditions are necessary for statewide use. 

Identifying and prioritizing problem areas is essential to. 
the development of cost-effective programs at both the intra-and 
inter'modal levels. Needs assessment seminaz, s az, e a means of identifying and ranking safety problems in a transportation mode. 
These seminars have been conducted by •he Transportation Safety Training Center at Virginia Commonwealth University. In 1978 
the Center held a needs assessment seminar for mass transit •epresentatives. Two or •hree more seminars for key representa• t±ves in each mode are planned for 1980. The seminars employ nominal group theory to identify problems. Each participant rank 
orders all the specific problems or issues he can think of 
related, to safety. The group leader then asks each participant 
•o read his top priority problem which has not been previously 
mentioned. After all issues are mentioned, the group clarifies 
any problems through discussion. Each memSer then repriori't:izes 
his list and assigns points •o each item. A final list is compiled 
based on the total numbe• of points a partieulaz, item receives. 
This method enables each member to give input, gain insight from 
other members• and contribute to a mutually prio•itized list. 

Goal workshops are another way that the VDTS can assist non- highway "t•anspo•ta•ion modes in safety planing. After the p•"oblem identification process, the formulation of short-term objectives 
and long-range goals is necessary to achieve effee'tive management 
of the safety p•ogram. The development of long-range goals 
seems most likely -to develop first from the Boating Advisory 
Committee. The Committee's new officers, elected in September 1979, are expected to organize a subcommittee to formulate long- 
•ange goals and to institute a management-by-objective s'•yle of organization. This style of organization will allow programs 
to be developed in response to specific safety problems. 
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Alcohol Related Accidents 

Although there are few data available to confirm that alcohol 
is a contributing factor in non-highway transportation accidents 
in Virginia, it seems likely thaZ alcohol does play a significant 
role, especially in the water and air modes. National studies 
have indicated that alcohol seriously affects the performance of 
boaters and pilots and thus is likely to contribute to accidents. 
A report published by the Coast Guard and entitled "Alcohol and 
Pleasure Boat Operators" summarizes the effects of alcohol use 
with respect to boating. (5) This report indicates that alcohol 
can contribute to boating accidents because (i) peripheral vision 
decreases, (2) risk taking is likely to increase, (3) balancing 
abilities decrease, (•) information processing capabilities 
decrease, and (5) performance on divided attention tasks is 
lowered. 

At present, boaters are not tested for alcohol level. With- 
out testing, the extent to which alcohol contributes to boating 
accidents cannot be determined. Safe blood alcohol levels have 
not been established for boating.,÷ In Virginia an automobile 
operator with a 0.10% blood alcohol content is considered to be driving while intoxicated. The Coast Guard report points out 
that because water is an added hostile environment, the safe BAC 
is even lower than that for automobile operators. Balancing, 
exposure, and inexperience (relative to the number of hours one spends in a car) are added problems in the water environment. 

The General Accounting Office has recently studied air 
accidents caused by pilot drinking. "During the ll-year period 
1965-75, the National Transportation Safety Board, an independent 
agency responsible for investigating and determining the 
probable causes of aircraft accidents, cited alcohol impairment 
of pilot judgement and efficiency as a probable cause or contribut- 
ing factor in •85 general aviation accidents, of which •0 
resulted in fatalities"•(5) The complex coordination requirements 
and task multiplicity such as reading instruments, maintaining 
course and communicating with air traffic control make even the 
smallest amount of alcohol potentially lethal. In addition• the 
FAA has found that pilots don't always fill out their medical 
history questionnaire honestly with respect to driving convictions. 
One state reported that "of 72 pilots with alcohol-related 
convictions before their last medical history submission• 69 
failed to disclose this fact". 

The number of alcohol related accident.s• the severe effects 
of alcohol on pilo•s• and the failure to disclose driving records 
have prompted, the FAA to recommend: 

I. that the Congress provide the Secretary of Transportation 
with authority.to furnish the FAA, upon request, infor- 
mation contained in the National Driver Register with 
respect to an individual's application for an FAA 
certificate ; 
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2. a review of appropriate medical research to enable 
better identification of problem drinkers; 

3. revision of Federal Aviation Regulations to include a maximum blood-alcohol level 

the adoption of implied consent provisions as a condition 
of pilot licensing; and 

5o enlisting the aid of law enforcement authorities to 
administer sobriety tests. 

The Virginia Alcohol Safety Action Pro.gram (VASAP) office, 
in conjunction with the public information office of the VDTS, 
has proposed several alcohol programs. VASAP proposals fall into 
the two general categories of public information and education, 
and BAC analysis and enforcement. Research is needed to determine 
the full effect of alcohol on non-highway transportation accidents. 
The VASAP office recommends the expansion of the Transportation 
Safety Training Center's accident investigation course to include 
the determination of alcohol as a cause of or factor in accidents. 

Transp_..or•ati.o_n of. Haza.r_d0u.s_ Mat.e..,ria.ls 
In 1977 approximately 4 billion tons of hazardous materials 

were shipped through the various transportation modes. (7) The 
transportation of hazardous materials through non-highway modes 
resulted in 242 injuries and almost $8 million in property damage. (8) 
Rail accidents contributed to the bulk of both injuries and 
property damage. 

Four problem areas concerning the transportation of hazardous 
materials have been identified by the Fire P•otection Association. (9) 
The first problem concerns the regulatory system. The system, of 
codes and regulations contains exceptions• biases• and room for subjective judgements by .officials. Unfortunately• the system designed to protect against disasters resulting from accidents involving hazardous materials is in many ways deficient. The 
second problem is the enormous increase in the shipment of hazardous 
materials. The National Safety Congress reports •ha• frequency 
of exposure is directly related to accident frequency. Therefore• 
one should expect the accident rate to continue to increase if 
countermeasures are not employed. Inte•modal shipping is the third 
identified problem. Hazardous cargo may be shipped by two or more modes of transportation. This is a significant problem because 
hazardous materials properly packed for one mode may be unsuitable 
for another. The last problem identified is the.impact of a hazardous material accident on social and environmental factors. 
Many localities do not have disaster plans to deal with this 
type of situation. 
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Presently, Virginia doesn't have much information concerning 
the movement of hazardous materials in non-highway corridors. 
However• the Research Council is funding research which will 
develop profiles of hardous materials shipments. The study, to 
be done by the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
Safety Projects Office• will estimate the nature and volume of 
hazardous materials carried by rail and air in Virginia. The 
project will include- 

I. geographic identification of each segment of the rail 
system in Virginia; 

2. identification of the primary air corridors.•in Virginia 
with particular emphasis placed upon corridors used by 
commercial air carriers ; 

quantity of hazardous materials crossing each rail 
section per day, in total and by hazard class where 
possible; 

number of rail cars carrying hazardous materials across 
each rail section per day, in total and by hazard class 
where possible ; 

5. quantity of hazardous materials crossing each air corridor 
per day, in total and by hazard class where possible; 

6. number of airc.raf• carrying hazardous materials across 
each air corridor per day, in total and by hazard class 
where possible 

7. quantity of hazardous materials arriving at and departing 
from each air terminal in Virginia per day• in total and 
by hazard class where possible; and 

8. number of aircraft carrying hazardous materials arriving 
at and departing from each air terminal in Virginia per 
day, in total and by hazard class where possible. 

With regard to air transportation• the estimates mentioned 
above will be broken down to the extent possible according to the 
type of air carrier involved as follows: 

i. Single engine private 

2. Multiengine private 

Commercial passenger (small, medium, heavy) 

Commercial cargo (small, medium, heavy) 
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The Transportation Safety Training Center has proposed a two-day seminar on the contact persons• agencies, and programs that are available to investigative and rescue personnel when a railroad derailment involving hazardous materials occurs. In addition to instructing the participants on the chemical properties 
of the materials, the seminar would identify local• regional• 
state, and federal resources that can be utilized in emergency situations. Possible sources of funding for this seminar are- 

!. DOT FRA 

2. DOT- Materials Transportation Bureau 

3. Interstate Commerce Commission 

Association of American Railroads 

5. Manufacturing Chemists Association 

6. Chemical/Railroad Task Force (joint effort of AAR and 
MCA above) 

7. Various chemical companies (DuPont, etc. ) 

8. Private railroad companies 

In addition to the seminar, Virginia is in dire need of a manual providing background information and descriptions of the various types of materials that may be shipped. The Center 
proposes to include the seminar, p•oceedings and additional information concerning the handling of hazardous materials in a manual for emergency and rescue personnel having responsibilities 
in cases of railroad derailments. The manual would also include guidelines from which local communities or regional and state agencies could develop a disaster plan. Sources of funding for this project would be similar to •he ones mentioned previously. 

Public information programs concerning hazardous materials 
could be developed for water, rail, and air modes of transportation. 
Each mode has a unique environment, and persons shipping hazardous materials must be aware of the possible consequences of an accident. 
Water presents special problems in the case .of fertilizers and 
other highly reactive substances. Everyday household items may become explosive in the atmospheric conditions of an airplane 
and thus must be carefully restricted. Public information and education programs designed to increase public awareness and 
concern should be an integral part of a hazardous material 
countermeasure. 
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Public Information and Education 

The dissemination of information to the public is a means 
by which the VDTS can meadily pmomote safety in all non-highway 
modes of tmansportation. Literature, films• and exhibits stmessing 
safety can be made available to intemested persons. 

The public information office of the VDTS has also suggested 
a program on surviving a transportation disaster; i.e. on how to 
live through a plane• train• bus• or boat crash or cmisis situa- 
tion. This program was proposed in response to a recent article 
in Family Safety Mag.azin..e. entitled "Game Plan for Survival". The 
article claims that many passengers die unnecessarily because 
they are not prepared to survive. They pay no attention to safety 
briefings by flight attendants, fail to carry emergency equipment 
on their boats, fail to wear safety belts, and fail to noZice 
the location of exits or to find out how to open emergency doors. 

The public information office plans to supply the public with 
descriptions of specific actions taken by survivors of various 
types of emergencies. Television or film media can. be utilized 
to cover all modes of transportation and reflect the diverse 
interests of the VDTS. 

FUTURE TRANSPORTATION SAFETY .PLANNING PROCESS 

As of this writing, the non-highway modes of transportation 
do not report in a uniform and systematic fashion on their 
respective safety activities to the Department. Needless to say• 
it is extremely difficult to coordinate all Virginia transporta- 
tion safety activities, as required by Senate Bill 85, without 
first establishing a viable program reporting and planning system. 
In attempting to develop an effective planning process for the 
non-highway modes an approach has been developed which is based 
on Virginia's current highway safety program •eporting and planning 
process. This system, which has been in existence for a number 
of years, is highly regarded by the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA), and has proven itself to be amenable to both locality- 
specific and statewide transportation safety planning..• Consequently, 
the authors believe that, with appropriate modifications, the 
current program reporting process for highway safety activities 
should satisfy the planning and programming needs of the Virginia 
Department of Transportation Safety as outlined in Senate Bill 85. 
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Structure 

.P..l.ann i•n g 

Planning is the key phase in the reporting process. The following discussion highlights the primary components of this 
process. 

Overall Program and Resource Assessment 

This part considers resources utilized and results of past transportation safety activities, status of legislation, and state/local management capability, including acceptance and 
•. willingness of state/local operating agencies to carry out 

pro gr ares. 

Identification of Transportation Safety Problems 

In this part• national• state and local data sources are identified for possible use in data analysis. Several analyses 
or "cuts" of the data are made• first to gain a general indication 
of statewide problems and then to focus in detail on possible impact tamget areas. Problems identified in the most recent analyses are compared or validated with those identified in prior 
years. This comparison is followed by a problem priority ranking 
based on magnitude, degree of overrepresentation• and possibility 
of impact. 

Establishment of Initial Goals and Objectives 

Following the overall assessment and identification of problems, and on the basis of initial prog:Para determinations, 
goals and objectives are established for each major problem area and for the state's overall t•anspo•tation safety program. 

Program Selection and Development 

At this stage, contacts are made with state/local agencies 
to discuss theiz, plans in •elation to the problems identified• 
proposed programs, and the initial goals and objectives established. He:Pe, it is de'ter'mined what specific p•og•"ams ape being conside•,ed by the agencies, negotiation and acceptance of programs to meet 
•he established goals and objectives• and the financial suppor• 
that migh• be needed to carry out these programs. On the basis 
of these contacts, potential programs are selected and ranked to 
most efficiently and effectively.meet the initial goals and objec•ives• utilizing benefit-cost or cost-effectiveness techniques. 
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Development of Evaluation Plan 

In this part, an overall TSP evaluation plan and Program 
Module evaluation plans are developed. 

Estimation of Resources to Accomplish Planned Programs 

This final part identifies the federa• state and local funds, 
personnel, equipment, etc. necessary to accomplish the TSP goals 
and objectives, including the evaluation function. 

P•o gramming 

The programming phase of this structure, via project develop- 
ment, refines programs, costs, and evaluation requirements, and 
establishes final goals and objectives. The various programming 
units are addressed below. 

Project Development 

First-year program priorities ar.e established and state and 
local agencies are contacted for detailed project development. 
Details of objectives, performance, milestones, costs, equipment, 
training, constraints, and problems are worked out. Also, evalu- 
ation and reporting requirements are defined for internal project 
control and for program monitoring and review. Here, projects 
are ranked and selected for first-year activities. 

Refinement of Goals, Objectives and Evaluation Plan 

Based on the projects developed and resources available, 
goals an•._objectives a•e refined and adjusted. At the same time, 
the evaluation plan is modified. 

Allocation of Resources 

In conjunction with the previous parts in this programming 
phase, cost estimates are adjusted and incremental program funding 
levels established. Ideally, all projects to be implemented. 
should be ready for approval once funds are made available to the 
VDTS for obligation. 

Once the components of the planning and programming structure 
are satisified, the TSP should be complete and ready for approval 
and implementation on a statewide basis. Exhibit 3 depicts the 
organizational framework for the implementation of the proposed 
program reporting process as espoused in this section of the 
report. 
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EXHIBIT 

Proposed Transportation Safety Planning/and Programming Process 

(I) Data 

T 2 ) S 
(3) PM 

(8) Funds 

Virginia ( • ) 
Depam•cmen•c 

T•anspor•a•ion 
Safety 

(7) Alloca•ion 

Local C issions 
( • ) TSP • Endo•semen• 

State Agencies 

(5) 

__TS P S ,umm, ary 

(8) Funds 

General 
','- 

Assembly 

TSP 
Approval Transportation 

Safety 
Board 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(•) 
(5) 
(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

LEGEND 

VDTS obtains data from local commissions and state agencies 
• o prepame TSP. 
VDTS sends TSP problem identification packets to local 
con•missions and state agencies. 
Local commissions and sZate agencies submit program modules (PM) including funding requests to VDTS. 
VDTS summamizes PM and sends to TSB for review and approval. 
TSB recommends approval of .the TSP by the General Assembly. 
General Assembly endomses the local commissions' and sta•e agencies' TSP. 
Genemal Assembly allocates funds to VDTS for the administration 
of a s•a•ewide TSP. 
VDTS allocates projecZ grants which have been appmoved by Zhe TSB. 
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Rap o.r_t..i..n •g Con 

If the Department elects to initiate a reporting process, 
it should request each of the appropriate state agencies and 
local commissions to specify a time schedule for implementation 
of safety programs and an outline of program expenditures. The reporting system should eventually provide VDTS with detailed 
information on financial, legislative, organizational, and 
operational activities for each non-highway mode of transportation. 
This information will aid the Department in compiling a multi-year 
TSP which identifies Virginia's safety problems, establishes 
goals and objectives to be achieved, estimates the resources required to achieve these goals and objectives, and specifies the 
activities which are planned to solve identified problems. The 
process is addressed below. 

Pro gram. M•o_dule 

A program module should serve as the basic organizational 
reporting •ooI for •ransportation safety planning and programming. 
It provides the framework for defining, scheduling and estimating 
the costs of program activities required to solve problems 
identified from analyses of accident data and existing transporta- 
tion safety systems. Each module will represent a set of programs designed to countermeasure a particular problem and will focus, 
in detail, on t.he upcoming fiscal year. 

The program module will consist of five components as described below. 

i. A Problem Statement Contains a description of the p-•oblem a•ea and•elated analyses. The description 
should indicate the magnitude of the p•"oblem a•ea and 
its relationship •o other identified problems. 

2. A Problem Solution Narrative --Outlines the counter- measures tO b-e•--unde-mZa•'•'n"t• meet anticipated program 
module goals• as well as any incremental timetable for 
meeting the goals over the period, covered by the TSP. 

An Evaluation Plan- Explains how the evaluation of transportaTi•on safety projects will be conduc.ted and 
identifies the criteria to be used in measuring objectives 
as they relate to program module goals. 

A Problem Solution Plan (PSP) --Specifies problem solution objectives, lists- the" "task• to be implemented within an 
established time frame, and specifies funding sources to 
be allocated. Since a PSP should be developed for each 
major countermeasure to be implemented in a program 
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module, it may be necessary to prepare several PSPs with different objectives, tasks, and time frames to achieve the goal(s) of each module. Exhibit • repre- sents a proposed reporZing form for transpomtation safety planning. Exhibit 5 provides instructions for completion of the form. 

5. A PSP Task Nammative Describes the activities to be cart-led Ou• und-er e•ach planned task and explains how the task relates to Zhe PSP objective(s). Where applicable, tasks should be expressed in tez•ms of quantifiable items of acZivity with milestones for implementation. Tamget populations Zo be serviced by each task iZem should be identified and performance indicators should be expressed in terms of a predicted numemieai and/or percentage chan•e from a given pre-task baseline. 
The implementation of this proposed program reporting system is subject to the review and approval of •he non-highway trans- porZation agencies and the VDTS. If the system is implemented, the VDTS will need to conduct information seminars and training workshops ro familiarize transportation safety officials wiZh the prescribed program-reporting requirements. 

Review and Approval 
Projects for which funding has been requested in the future TSPs mmst be reviewed and appmoved by the VDTS and the Transpor- tation Safety Board before implementation. The approval of a project will be based on the availability of funds and demonstrated need for the project as exhibited in the TSP submission and grant application. Since funding monies are limited, the projects musZ be prioritized according to need. Thus, the funding requests should be documented with statistics demonstrating the need for the project. All project specifications must be cleamly defined and funding expenditures explained in detail. 
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EXHIBIT 5 

Guidelines For Pmepaming A Problem Solution Plan 

1. PSP TITLE Self-explanatory. 

2. PAGE NO. Self-explanatomy. 

3. OBJECTIVE(s) Entem the objective(s) of the PSP in terms 
of what the PSP is to accomplish during the p•ogram year to 
meet the goal of the Program Module. Objective(s) should 
be expressed in quantifiable terms and relate to the major 
accomplishment of collective tasks; e.g., "to increase 
alcohol-related arrests from 1500 to 2500 in County X by the 
end of the fiscal year". 

TASK TITLES List the tasks to be undertaken according to 
the planned sequence required for solution. Tasks should be 
expressed, where applicable, in terms of the separate items 
required for implementation which can be scheduled and costed 
over the period of implementation. All tasks which are critical to achieving the PSP objective(s) should be identi- 
fied and scheduled even though they may not require funding; 
e.g., enactment of legislation. 

5. PLANNED QUANTITY • 6. MILESTONES Under the Planned 
Quantity column, opposite each task item the total planned quantity for the current year is entered, where applicable, 
and under the Milestones columns each task item is scheduled 
over th.e four quarters of the fiscal year and/or the planning 
years by means of a horizontal hap (black for the current 
fiscal year and cross-hatched fore the planning years). 
Actual incremental quantities, or verbal entries (as "draft"), 
may be entered in lieu of a time-bar or added over the time- 
bar segments. 

7. CURRENT YEAR COST BY TASK (•000's) Since tasks may contain 
moz, e than. one item of expenditur.e• cur•"ent year, costs foz, 
each task item a•e entered and totalled according to a •eak- 
dQwn of sta't:e• local and feder'al funding sou•',ces. 
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Evaluat ion 

Evaluation assists management in measuPin• countermeasure 
effectiveness and program pemformance efficiency. It also serves 
as an input to othem management functions, such as plannin• 
p•o•Pam •edimection, countermeasume selection• and the assignment 
of resources. Transportation safety projects should-be subjected 
to an administrative and/o• effectiveness level of evaluation. 
These types of evaluation are described below. 

Admini.s trati ve., (P erforman c e). Evalu_a.t_i 
An administrative evaluation is concerned with measumi.ng 

the operational efficiency of task activities as they •elate to 
the accomplishment of established goals and objectives. In 
measuring actual task activities, it compares them to (a) the 
baseline or pre-task levels of the same activities, (b) the- 
targeted levels of activity established for the task, and (c) the 
planned use of funds. 

Effectiveness .(l•pact). Evaluation 

An effectiveness evaluation determines the extent to which 
task operations and activity have contributed to the achievement 
of an objective related to crash involvement. Three aspects of 
an impact evaluation are- 

lo determination of the-change in crash involvement, 

2. determination of the relationship of task activities to achieving this change, and 

determination of the relationship of 
derived from the task activities and 

costs to benefits 
accomplishments. 

The following 
evaluation plan. 

outline represents the basic scope of an 

A. Restatement of Major Program Module Goals(s) and PSP 
0bjective(s) in the TSP 

B. Overall Module Evaluation 

i. Effectiveness Evaluation 

ao Evaluation Questions 

In this and each countermeasure evaluation section, 
the detail of the evaluation questions will define the 
scope of the analysis and evaluation to be performed. 
These questions are derived from the objectives of 
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the preject. Often they are the objectives stated in question form. Difficulty in developing a quest±on perta±ning to a eert:a±n object±re ±s a good indication that the objective is unclea• and should 
be revised. For, these reasons• the project operations 
and evaluation personnel should work together to develop the evaluation questions. 

The evaluation questions should be clearly stated so that they are understandable to all p•oject personnel. They should also be specific. One way to ensure specificity of the questions is to cite the evaluation 
measure in the question which will be used to answeP that question. Usually, the•e will be more than one question posed fo• each objective, because Zhere a•e often several factor, s "co be considered in deciding 
whethe• an objective.has been accomplished. Finally• 
the questions listed in this section should pertain 
to the project's overall operation or impact. 
Effectiveness level questions are those which pertain 
to relationships between overall project activity 
and impact measures. The cause and effect relation- ships that will be explored should be listed here in 
the form of questions. 

b. Evaluation Measure 

In this section, list the specific evaluation measures that will be used to answer the evaluation questions 
posed in the p•eceding section. 

c. Data System Specification 

For the evaluation measures listed above, the following specific data system information should be provided 
for both the operational and baseline periods (where appropriate) 

(i) Data Source what agency or group is providing 
the data? 

(2) Collection Responsibility for example, is p•ojeet management, p•oject evaluation• o• an operation component responsible for collection? 

(3) Reporting Frequency will data be reported daily, weekly, monthly, etc. ? (Quarterly reports will require monthly data. ) 

(4) Reporting Delays for example, what is the time 
lapse between the actual occurrence of an event 
and when it is reported to the project? 
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(5) Problems in Collection or Reporting for example 
are there any gaps in system or potential problems 
with missing data? 

(6) Data System Flow include a flow chart. 

Be sure to indicate which evaluation measures will 
include baseline data and the length of the baseline 
period. 

d. Evaluation Design 

In this section, describe how the proposed design has 
been adapted to your particular project situation, 
highlighting any majo• deviations from the o•iginal 
design. The design description should address the 
following questions- 

(I) What hypothese are to be tested? 

(2) What is the sample size? 

(3) If a comparison community is to be used, how is 
it similar to and different fmom the demonstration 
site? 

(•) If a control group is to be used, .what is the 
procedure for selection? If randomized, how is 
this achieved? If a post-matching process, what 
are the factors on which the matching will be 
based? 

(5) What are the key statistical techniques to be 
used in the analyses? 

2. Administrative Evaluation 

a. Evaluation Questions 

Administrative level evaluation questions should relate 
to p•oject implementation, operations, and. efficiency 
and to the ability of the project to meet targets set 
for operations and functioning. Questions related to 
official and public acceptance of the project or count- 
ermeasures are considered administrative. In this 
particular section, list only those questions related 
to overall operational aspects. 

3. Management Information System 

The objective of the management information system is to 
p•ovide timely information on key project operations to 



project management for purposes of monitoring and, if 
necessary, improving project operations and efficiency. 
In this section, you will need to" 

i.. Document the formal management information system you 
will use (manual, computerized, or a combination of 
these). 

2, Indicate the key evaluation, measures which will be 
included in the MIS reports (e.g., dollars spent, 
number arrested, number fatal crashes, etc.). 

Indicate the frequency with which reports will be 
prepared (should be no less often than monthly and 
preferably more often). 

Describe the data sources, the collection and reporting 
responsibility, and any potential problems (if not 
already identified above). 

5. If surveys are to be used, describe the survey approach• 
sample size, questionnaire• etc. 

6. What are the particular weaknesses in the evaluation 
design and the particular threats to validity? 

Schedule of Major Evaluation Tasks/Milestone Charts 

List the majo• tasks to be accomplished in the above 
evaluation and the timing of those tasks required to meet 
operational and reporting deadlines (for example 

• 
if 

surveys are planned• note frequency and duration). Also• 
a milest.one chart (Gantt chart) should be included. 

5. Evaluation Responsibilities 

Clearly indicate the organizational responsibility and, 
where appropriate, the individuals who will complete the 
evaluation identified in this section. If you find that 
one agency is responsible for surveys and another for 
analyses, please note this. 
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APPENDIX A 

SENATE BILL 

Act to amend and r•nact §• 2.1-£1.18 and 2.2-$1.24 and 
amend the C•¢ of V••ia by add•g • Ti•¢ 33.1 a 
number• 20, consi$'ting of •ctio• numbered 33.2-390 
33.2-396 and to •p•l • TiHe 2.7 a chap• numb¢• 7• 
co•ittfng o/ sectio• n•••d .2.J•4.15 though 2.J•• 
amended, added and rep•l• $ection$ relating to 
a• high way 

Approved 1978 

IS 

Be it enacted by the General As•mbly of Virg/n/a: 
I. That §§ 2.1.51.18 and 2.1-51.24 of the Code of Virginia are 
amended and reenacted and that •e Code of Virgin/a is amended 
by adding in Title 33.1 a chapter numbered 10, consisting •! seettons 
aumberea 33.1-390 tlarougla 33.1-39•. as follows: 

§ 2.1-51.18. Agencies for which respensible.-The Secretary of 
Public Safety shall be responsible to the C•vernor for the following 
agencies: Alcoholic Beverage-Control • Commission 

, Depar•ent of Eorrectlom% Rehabilitative School Authority, 
Justice Officers Training Standards Commi•ion, Division of J'ustlce 
and Crime Prevention, Department of State Foliee, Division o! Motor 
Vehicles, •:• 

, •...•...•,• 
$a#eW "•"•"" Office of Emergency Services axzd 

the Department o! Military Affairs. The Governor may, by executive 
order, as•-i•n any •tlzer State executive agency • •e •cxetary 
Public Safety, or reassign any agency listed above to another 
secretary. 

§ 2.1-51.24. Agencies for which responsible.-The Secretary of 
T•ransportation shall be responsible to the Governor for the following 
agencies: Departmeat o! Higlzways and Transportation, Virginia 
Airports Authority, Division of Motor Vehicl• and 
E•.:•;.• Department of Trczzsl•ortatz'on Safety. T'•e Governor may, 
by executive order, a•gn any o•er State executive agency .to the 
Secretary of Transportation, or rea•gn aay agency listed above to 
another secretary. 

CHA•T• 10. 
Department of Trar•-portation Safe•. 

• •3.1-390. Declara•n of po•cy.--Th¢ General •mb• 

and. to t•e convenience o/ the citixc•zs o/ the Common•eolt•. 
F••er, the •.,an•'n:l• ,•ambly racos•.•s a legitilrlata 
intar•g in th• •afe op•tion of transportation throughout tl•e 

Virginia to inv•stig•, azuzlu•ta and promote the •fe rno•ment of 
peopla and propertM by all mod•-t•gtxwaM, r•il•rjz, water•.l•, 
airway, and rno• transit. 

ff 33.j-391. Creation of Depar£n•.ent: appointment of 
Tizere is hereby c•eat•d in the executive branch, .respon,•ible to 
.%•cretar• o• Trzznsportation. the Department o/ T•. nsportation 
•fety. The Department Mzall be headed by a Direc.'or who 
appointed by the Governor, sub to con]Yr•zation by the 



Assembly, to serve at the pleaszzre o[ the Governor 
coinciden• with his own. Nothing herein shall affact the powers an• 
duties o[ the State Co•oration Commission w•h respect to th• 
r•g•ation of aviation, railroads and motor car•ers. 

ff 33.1-392. Director to supe•ise DepartmanL--The Director 
the Department sha•, under t•ia direction and control o/ the 
Gove•or and the Secreta•, o[ TcanSportation, be responsible for 
the supe•ist•n o[ the Depa•ment and shall e•ise such other 
powers and pe•o• such other dt•tt•s • may be required o[ him 
by the Goue•or and the Secreta• of Transpo•ation. 

ff 33.1-393. General powers o[ Director.--The D•ector sh•l have 
the •ollo•,ing genfral powers: 

A. To emp;oy snch personnel a•" may be req•red to ca• out 
•he pu•o•s o[ this chapter. 

B. To m•e and enter •to all contracts and agreemen• 
•ce•a• or •cident• to the pe•o•ance o[ •e Department's 
duties and the execution o] i• powe• •der th• chapter, 
•cluding, but not limited to, contracts with the Uni•d States, ot•r 
states, agencies and governmental subdivisions o• this 
Commonwe•th. 

C. To accept grants •om the United States govemment and 
agencies •d ins•mentolit•s thereo• and any other source. To 
the• eMs, the Depa•ment shall have the power to comply with 
such conditions and execute such agreemen• • •y be •ecessa•, 
•nvenient or desimble. 

D. To do a• acts nece•a• or convenient to ca• out the 
p••es o] th• chapter. 

• 33.1-394. Additional powers and duties o• Director.--• The 
D•ectot •=ll have lhe ]oiiowing additional powem and duties 
related to tm•po•ation sa[e• in generaL" 

1. To ev•uate the sa[ety, me•ures cu•ently in 
••='•• opemtors • all modes which operate in or through t• 
Commonwe•tth, •th--•" •a• ,zcu,ar attention to the safety o• equipment 
and appliances and to the sa]ety of methods aM procedures 
opera•bn. 

2. To r•ommend to the Govemor and to the General A•embly 
any and all co•ective me•ure.• policies, procedures, plans, and 
programs which are needed to make the movement o] p•sengers 
and p•per• in and though the Common•ve•th as 
masonably practicable. 

3. To engage in training and educational ac•'vities aimed at 
-enhancing the safe transport o/ passengers and p•pe•y in and 
through the Commonwealth. 

4. 7o coope•te •th • relevant entities o[ the ]ederal 
government, including, but not limited to, the Depa•ment 
Tra•po•ation, the Fedeml Railway Administra•bn, the Fede• 
Aviation Administmtion, the Coast Guard, and the Independent 
Tra•portation Sa[ety Board in matters conceming transpo•ation 
salary. 

5. To initiate and conduct s•ecial studies on matters pertaining 
to transportation sa[ety and to issue p•r•odica•y repots concerned 
with transpo•ation safety. 

6. To evaluate the trensportation safety efforts, practices, and 
procedures o/ the departments, divisions, boards, agencies, or other 



entities o• the government o• •he Commonwealth, and to 
r••endationa to the •ve•o• and to tha •ne• ••l• 
•ys to inera• .•a•po•a•n •e• ••cio•n• or imgm• •e• gmctic•. 

7.. To offer •ch •t•ce to •n•'ti• o] Sta• gove••t 
to to•'ns, •counties at other political s•divisio• o/ the Stat• 
may.. enhanca the• effo• to .••e sale tr•go•atiom 
th• ••emination o[ relevant mate•• •-•e •nde•ng.o] 
•chnic• or other •vie•. 

•e data. gathered byv•o= entiti• o/ t• •a• go••=t in 
mg• to. tm•or•bn op•tio•, m•agem•t, =d .••den• esp•i•E2 the in[o••bn ga•ered by •e Di•bn o/ Mo• 

Com•i• 

L. •o d•el•, ..imgle•nt •d mi•, • ••unc•n. •'• 

•• ]or • Commonw•t• •d to. in[o• th• gubli¢ ••, 

•# at• pmgm• .•. p••ts Of high• •e• in 
•o•nw••. 

• To ••mm•d t•ugh the Di•tor to t• •ve•or •d to 

move•nt of •g• •d p•pe• on tho •h•s 

5. To deMg• •plemen• •••• • r•• •uch 

• Commonweal. 
8. To int••a high• •/• acti;q•s i•o •a • 

trans•••n •e• • 

•o• m•es o•m•g • V•inia. In •di•n, the B•• 
•••r,- .s•dy, and-.•po• • t• ]ogowing •ex" (i) idanti••tion o] •e u•q• sa/e• needs o/•ch pa•i•lar m•¢ 
• ide••mt•n o/ th• •mmon elements o] sa[• tranaporta•n 
ope•bn, mgardle• o: mode¢ (iii) the adaptation o/ proven pme•kes. •d technolo• in • in one m•e to o•er mode• 
the identi•ation o: the common elemen• o/ accident •tuatio•- and 
(v) co••en and a••ve. •e •locatian o/ grant •nds m•e 



§ 33.2-396. Appointment, 
-The •vemor •ell op•inL 
not to exceg Ji/t•n, 

and su• m•m•r$ of th¢ public at 

•pro•ntati•'a of all t•nspo•ati• m•• 
• • sub/•t to 

actual ¢•¢•• inc•ed in •¢ pe•••an• o• t•• dutY. 
• •t J• •1-•.15 •hrou• 2.1-64.• in 
•e Code of Vir•n• •e hereby ••1•, 
3. •t •e Govem•r may 
•ereof with• a s•m a•n• •bl•• ••h• or o••• 
affected by the provi•ons of this act, or from one such agency to 
another, to support the changes in organbatt• or responsibility 
resulting from or required by the provisions of tMs act. 
4. That as of the effective date o! this act, •e Department of 
Transportation Safety shall be deemed successor in interest to the 
Division of Higl•way Safety. All ri•t, ,tie and imerest in and to any 
real or tangible personal property vested in tile D|vislOn of Highway 
Safety as o! the effective date of this act shall be transferred toand 
taken as standing in ",,he name of the Departn•e•t o• Tzan:•portaflon 
safety.. 
5. That the provisions o1' this act shall be effective on and after 
f'u• day o! July, nineteen hundred seventy-eight. 

Approved: 
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APPENDIX B 

TRANSPORTATION REPRESENTATIVES 

Kenneth A. Rowe 
Department of Aviation 
%508 South Laburnum Avenue 
Richmond, VA. 

William Elmome, Transportation 
Commemce Council's Office, SCC 
Blanton Building 
Richmond, VA. 

Specialist 

James N. Kemmick 
Safety Officem 
Education Division 
Commission of Game 
•010 W. Broad St. 
Richmond, VA. 

and Inland Fishemies 

Thomas E. Bell 
Gmeatem Richmond 
P. O. Box 27323 
Richmond, VA. 

Transit 

Edward Pigman 
State Public 
1221 E. Broad 
Richmond, VA. 

Transportation 
St. 

Coordinator 
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APPENDIX D 

1978 BOATIN• ACCIDENT FACTS 

VIRGINIA 

NUMBER 

FATAL ACCIDENTS 

INJURY ACCIDENTS 35 

PROPERTY DAMAGE ACCIDENTS 

TOTAL ACCIDENTS 

KILLED 

INJURED 

PERSONS 

26 

•A•JSE 
WEATHER COND I T IONS 

EXCESSIVE SPEED 

NO PROPER OUTLOOK 

OVERLOADING 

IMPROPER LOADING 

HAZARDOUS WATERS 

FAULT OF OTHER PERSON 

FAUL,'• OF BOAT OR MOT.OR 

OTHER 

NOT STATED 

CA(JSE OF ACCIOE•I• 

INJURY 

5 

PROPERTY 
OAHAGE 

12 

30 

13 





APPENDIX E 

1978 AIRPLANE ACCIDENT 

VIRGINIA 

FACTS 

"_ACCIDE_NTS 
FATAL ACCIDENTS 12 

SERIOUS INJURY ACCIDENTS 

MINOR INJURY ACCIDENTS 13 

PROPERTY DAMAGE ACCIDENTS 

TOTAL ACCIDENTS 75 

J•LU_M BER_ O• 

KILLED 

SERIOUSLY INJURED 

WITH MINOR INJURIES 21 

CAOSE •OF •-Ac•Inj• 

EQUIPMENT FAILURE 

WEATHER CON{) I T I ONS 

I NJ_U,R_. Y 

lO 

PROPERTY 

15 

PILOT ERROR 16 

EQUIPMENT PLUS PILOT ERROR 2 

WEATHER CONDITIONS PLUS PILOT ERROR 

EQUIPMENT PLUS WEATHER CONDITIONS 

ALL THREE FACTORS 

NOT STATED 





APPENDIX F 

1978 RAILROAD ACCIDENT 

VIRGINIA 

FACTS 

TOTAL NUMBER OF RAIL ACCIDENTS 

NUMBER OF FATAL ACCIDENTS 

NUMBER OF INJURY ACCIDENTS 

NUMBER OF PROPERTY DAMAGE ACCIDENTS 

NUMBER INVOLVING TRANSPORT 
OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

202 

192 

18 

TOTAL NUMBER OF GRADE CROSSING 

NUMBER OF FATAL ACCIDENTS 

NUMBER OF INJURY ACCIDENTS 

NUMBER OF PROPERTY DAMAGE 

NUMBER INVOLVING TRANSPORT 
OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

ACCIDENTS 

ACCIDENTS 

CAUSE. OF ACCI 

FA•.AL INJURy 

TRACK/ROADBED/STRUCTURES DEFECTS 

MEC.HANICAL/ELECTR ICAL FAILURES 

PMY51CAL COND I T I ON 

SPEED 

OTHER 

MISCELLANEOUS CAUSES 

PROPERTY 
DAMAGE 

75 

39 

9 

28 




